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Abstract. Modern society presents high requirements to the quality of
humanitarian education, and one of the methods of optimization is the use
of interactive education technologies. Formation of the system of teacher’s
domination in implementation of active learning methods (ALM) is based
on the development of meaningful components of own subject experience,
representing continuous and purposeful process, the active use of which is
an expression of independence and educational activity. In the metropolis
environment, the degree of development of each component of the subject
experience and their ratio between each other determine the teacher’s ability
to construction and subsequent implementation of own educational route.
The research objective was to develop a model of ALM selection for
humanitarian education in metropolis and estimate it experimentally with
consideration for existing level of development of subject experience of
teachers of higher education. The research was based on theoretical (analysis
of psychological and pedagogical scientific publications, regulatory
documents, state educational standards, simulation, analysis and
generalization of pedagogical experience) and practical (monitoring, expert
appraisal, pedagogic experiment) methods. For the first time, the objective
and subjective factors have been revealed and systemized, which can
influence the development and subsequent implementation of subject
experience of teachers in humanitarian education under conditions of
metropolis. With consideration for highlighted scientifically substantiated
meaningful components of subject experience, the model has been
developed to support ALM by teachers depending on the level of formation
of subject position of a teacher. During the performed pedagogical
experiment the efficiency of different variants of the recommended model
of pedagogical support during ALM selection has been determined.
Keywords: humanitarian education, active learning methods, teacher of
higher education.

1 Introduction
Searching for methods of pedagogical support, required for a teacher for reasonable selection
of ALM in the course of humanitarian education in metropolis on the basis of own subject
experience, is the main topic of this research. Construction of own presentation about the
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teacher’s subject experience, highlighting its main components: motivation and value,
reflective and evaluation, creative and activity, became possible on the basis of analysis of
scientific and methodological publications and generalization of existing pedagogical
experience in the area of urban humanitarian education [1-3].

2 Methods
The experimental base for the research was School of Arts and Humanities (SAH), Far
Eastern Federal University. Agreement for participation in the research was obtained from
42 teachers, seven of them (16.6%) had the degree of candidate of sciences. Average age of
the academic staff was 51.8±1.6 years, of academic experience – 25.9±0.7 years. In order to
determine specificity and level of formation of the existing professional subject experience,
each teacher was tested and surveyed [4-6].

3 Results
According to the test results, the teachers were subdivided into three subgroups depending
on the level of own professional subject experience. The first group was comprised of 11
teachers (26.1%) with the low level of professional subject experience, who did not consider
their subjectivity as a source of own activity, herewith, disclaiming existence of any
professional problems. Their social creativity and internal confrontation were at the low level,
activity and responsibility for formulation and solution to professional tasks were nearly
absent, which allowed to shift the blame for their mischiefs to other shoulders. In the second
group, comprised of the majority of participants: 28 persons (66.6%), the formation of
professional subject experience was at the medium level, characterized by the low level of
social creativity and expressed ability of independent target setting. For such teachers, selfactualization was not the main demand, which could lead to difficulties upon occurrence of
abnormal situations, though, the self-improvement was always related with career growth.
High level of professional subject experience, characterized by high responsibility and social
creativity, ability to efficiently plan their actions and critically evaluate the obtained results,
was detected only in three teachers (7.1%), who comprised the third subgroup, and for whom
the main source of activity was not a directed external action but their own subjectivity. The
academic staff was characterized by somewhat simplified understanding of mechanism of
system and activity approach upon implementation of ALM into education. Therefore, upon
development of model of pedagogical support, the main attention was paid to the need to
explain to teachers the novelty of methodological principles and planning tools, to the
achievement and evaluation of subject, meta-subject, and personal results with the focus on
personal qualities of teacher. It was revealed that it would be reasonable to select protection
as strategy, if fear prevented active actions by the teacher; the tactics of assistance should be
implemented, if the teacher was not sure in own capacities. It was necessary to initiate selfanalysis through assistance, if the teacher intentionally excluded analysis for selection of
optimum variants due to obvious own overestimation. When the teacher, despite adequate
understanding the problem, was characterized by obvious lack of capacities for its solution,
it was necessary to interact during mastering material.

4 Discussion
The choice and use of ALM in teacher’s professional activity in educational environment of
metropolis should be carried out consecutively and gradually in several stages. At the first
stage, it is required to provoke interest of teachers in new forms of work, to attract with
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information about efficient activity, to demonstrate the necessity of ALM in professional
activity. It would be reasonable to invite teachers as experts to classes with ALM, prepared
by their colleagues. This would allow to actively involve the teachers in the work with ALM,
and useful addition to the classes will be reflective conversation resulted in the table
summarizing advantages and disadvantages of the used ALM. At the next stage, it is assumed
that teachers would further comprehend the advantages of education using ALM;
psychological assistance of the head of department, director of academic department or head
of chair is highly required. The psychological assistance can be presented in the form of
reflective conversation upon individual consultations, during which on the basis of existing
motivation and urgent needs of the teacher, it is required to carefully determine the personal
properties, which will allow to perform correct choice of ALM based on own subject
experience of the teacher. After completion of classes, the reflective conversations allow to
estimate, how fully and how correctly were performed the planned actions. At the third stage,
it is recommended to fill in the tables of reflective self-analysis and cards of self-evaluation.
It is important to support the sufficient degree of self-confidence of teachers, to promote reestimation of their own personal capacities. Three main constituents – I want (incentive), I
can (predictive), and I must (axiological) – determine the degree of human self-confidence;
therefore, thorough analysis of self-state (self-reflection) is required to a teacher to improve
self-estimation and mobilization of personal subject resources. At the final stage, it is
assumed that the teacher will actively analyze the efficiency of mastering and implementation
of ALM into own professional activity, mentioning his actions on selection and use of ALM
in journal of self-monitoring. An obligatory condition for this is the creation of educational
environment, providing open context education, active communication of participants in
education, opportunity to select parameters of education and self-determination [7-9]. The
base for correct choice will be orientation at individual capabilities, determined personal
properties, and, what is more important, at the level of formation of subject experience and
the degree of evidence of its main components [10-12]. Implementation of ALM into activity
of teacher of higher education should be considered, firstly, as expansion of subject space of
personality and formation of acmeological invariants of professionalism by mastering
modern technologies of solution to professional tasks aimed at improvement of own
pedagogical activity [13-15]. The teachers of SAH, participating in the experiment with
assistance by the heads of structural departments, actively used the developed model of
pedagogical support. For half a year the teachers logged their monitoring and arranged
flowcharts of self-training, filled in the cards of self-evaluation and tables of reflective selfanalysis. This documentation, reflecting the main stages of selection and mastering ALM,
promoted analysis of efficiency of ALM implementation into own activity of teachers of
higher education.

5 Conclusion
Upon retesting of main components of professional subject experience, it has been revealed
that the number of academic staff with low level of professional subject experience decreased
from 11 (26.1% of all participants in the experiment) to 5 (11.9%) persons. At the start of the
research, the medium level of professional subject experience was detected for most of
teachers: 28 persons (66,6%); however, after the use of the developed model of pedagogical
support, their number decreased to 16 persons (38.1%). High level of professional subject
experience, which before the experiment was observed only in three teachers (7.1%), was
detected already in a half of the teachers (21 persons – 50.0%) after the experiment.
Therefore, as a consequence of practical implementation of the developed model of
pedagogical support in SAH, Far Eastern Federal University, it was possible to increase the
number of teachers, ready to use ALM in own pedagogical activity, from 41.0% to 76.0%,
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the remaining 24.0% of teachers agreed to master ALM, planning to start from the less
complex and labor intensive. We believe that the positive dynamics of the level of formation
of main components of teacher’s professional subject experience, increased motivation to
construct own methodological system of teaching academic disciplines using ALM, are the
indicators of efficiency of the proposed model of pedagogical support consecutively
implemented in four stages of humanitarian education in metropolis .
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